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Too much of a good thing?

We don’t
think so.
Many real estate sectors increased in value in 2021
as the economy rebounded and consumers shopped
online, bought new houses and trickled back
into offices. However, that strong growth trend –
especially in the hot sectors of housing and industrial
real estate – has left many wondering if the best days
might be behind us.

No investment, including real estate, is destined
to grow all the time. But we believe that the
trends influencing new supply chain solutions,
global economic recovery, changes to our health
care infrastructure and dynamic migration to
cities with high quality of life will create investor
opportunity for years to come.

At Nuveen, we don’t expect another year like 2021.
But we also don’t think the strength of even these
hot sectors will disappear any time soon. We expect
the power of housing, industrial and alternative real
estate to continue, with growth supported by longterm megatrends.

Sincerely,
Carly Tripp
Global CIO, Nuveen Real Estate
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Inflation
hedges in practice
Landlords can raise rents in markets
with low vacancy rates, thus outpacing
rising inflation.

See “Real estate as an
inflation hedge”
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Supply chain surge
Real estate along the supply chain,
from industrial warehouses to retail
centers, has seen strong results.

See “Supply chain plots a
strong trajectory”
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The global upside
A diversified portfolio of real estate
allocated across global cities should
provide attractive risk-adjusted returns
with less volatility.

See “Diversification on a
global scale”
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A city of vibrancy
and innovation
Singapore is one of the world’s most
competitive economies, earning
high marks for education, health
care, quality of life, personal
safety and housing.

See “CityWatch: Singapore”
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Why debt?
Debt’s loan-to-value ratio creates
an equity cushion, reducing market
downside risk in a portfolio.

See “Building resilience with
real estate debt”
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Real estate
as an inflation
hedge
Real estate may provide an
attractive inflation hedge, as rents
and property values are highly
correlated with rising consumer
prices. Today’s inflation is partly
due to an economy running at
full speed, increasing the demand
for real estate and driving rents
upward. We believe investors
should play the long game to
benefit from real estate’s inflation
hedge characteristics.
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GROWTH IN RENT HAS MOVED IN LINE WITH INFLATION
Real estate has generally served as a hedge against inflation over the long term. A key to its
effectiveness lies in landlords’ ability to raise rents in markets with low vacancy rates, thus
outpacing rising inflation and potentially increasing income to investors.

RENTS ARE HIGHLY CORRELATED WITH INFLATION
Rent growth
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Data source: Rent growth is represented by real estate net operating income: NCREIF; inflation: Moody’s Analytics; 01 Jan 1994 – 31 Dec 2021. Past
performance does not guarantee future results.

LANDLORDS BENEFIT FROM PRICING POWER
In the 50 largest cities across the U.S. and Europe, many sectors showed below-average vacancy
rates, giving landlords the power to raise rents. However, above-average vacancies in U.S. offices
and European retail may mean rent hikes might not be possible at this time.

LOW VACANCY RATES OFFER OPPORTUNITY TO RAISE RENTS
City vacancy rates versus long-term average
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Data source: Nuveen Real Estate with data from CoStar, Greenstreet, PMA, JLL, CBRE, 31 Dec 2021. U.S. data for largest 50 real estate markets (cities) by
sector; long-term average is from 2000 for U.S. industrial, office and residential, and 2007 for U.S. retail due to data availability. European data for largest
markets in each sector.
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STRONG DEMAND MEETS LIMITED SUPPLY
Inflation has increased almost in unison across developed markets to levels
not seen for approximately 30 years. While we believe inflation will
decline markedly as central banks take action to cool global economies,
it is important to remember that, historically, higher inflation rates
have not systematically affected real estate investment performance.
Real estate remained relatively steady during the COVID-19 pandemic,
mainly due to the asset class’s stable income generation even during
times of high economic volatility. Past data from the U.S. and European
economies suggest that real estate may protect investors from
inflation risks.
Inflation hedging works better in periods of demand-driven inflation
compared to cost-driven inflation. The current environment features
both types. The strong economic rebound has led to aggregate demand
driving up wages and prices of goods and services including real estate,
which benefits from higher rents. However, higher energy costs and
supply bottlenecks have left less money for firms and households to
spend on real estate.

Inflation
effects
vary by
sector and
country

INFLATION HEDGES IN PRACTICE
Inflation can directly drive net operating income growth (real estate
income) when long-term leases have built-in rent escalators tied to
inflation, which protects the income-generation of in-place leases. New
leases allow investors to capitalize on rising market rents.
Today’s sharp increase in commodities and building costs will constrain
new supply to some degree, further supporting real estate values. In
fact, construction cost inflation has outrun other measures of inflation
in recent years. High construction costs imply increased replacement costs
for buildings, making existing real estate investments more valuable.
The current run of inflation is partly attributed to an economy running
at full speed, which also increases the demand for real estate across
the economy, driving rents upward. This can be witnessed across
property types, in particular apartment rents and industrial/logistics
rental growth.

TARGET THE HEALTHIEST CITIES AND SECTORS
Inflation rates vary widely around the world, and property markets
function differently. While this period of inflation should be largely benign
for real estate, perhaps even offering a cushion from rising prices, investors
are best advised to gain exposure to a variety of property markets and
sectors with particular focus on markets and sectors with strong current
fundamentals and demand tailwinds.
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OFFICE

INDUSTRIAL

In Europe and Australia, longer-term leases are
wholly or partly uprated by national inflation,
benefiting operating income. In Asia, shorter leases
allow for a quick reversion to market. U.S. offices
typically have intermediate- to long-term leases
that are generally not index-linked. U.S. medical
office and life science segments have similar longer
leases, but their stronger fundamental operating
environment makes them more defensive.

Europe directly benefits from index-linked
lease terms. The U.S. lacks contractual inflation
protection, but many properties have below-market
rents due to strong rent growth. Globally,
the sector is well-positioned to benefit from
economic growth due to the expanding need for
warehouse space. Structurally, industrial rents
should gain disproportionately from rising
inflation, as margins improve for e-commerce
and third-party logistics operators.

RETAIL

RESIDENTIAL

Demand outstrips supply in some consumer
sectors (hospitality and apparel), resulting in higher
prices and healthier occupier balance sheets. In
the U.S., intermediate-term leases often capture
a percentage of strong sales. Discretionary and
luxury segments should remain challenged, mainly
in markets such as China, Italy and the U.S. In the
grocery-anchored segment, inflation fuels a recovery
in wages and consumer spending, which allows
for greater rental affordability.

U.S. housing has historically been a low-risk
segment, with mainly short-term leases allowing
for quick price adjustment. The more heavily
regulated European housing sector offers limited
options for landlords to raise rents, particularly
in important markets like Sweden, Germany or
the Netherlands. Japan is the only Asia Pacific
market with a deep and liquid pool of multifamily
assets, and rising inflation has little bearing
on rental growth prospects.
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Supply chain
plots a strong
trajectory

Supply chain issues have made headlines over the last few
years: from the toilet paper shortage of 2020, to the Ever
Given cargo ship stuck in the Suez Canal in 2021, followed
by the Canadian trucker protests of early 2022. Despite these
unfortunate events, the supply chain represents attractive
opportunities for real estate investors.
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SPENDING IS ON THE RISE
Adjusted for inflation, American spending on durable goods increased 26% from 2019 to 2021,
setting an annual record for sales by mid-September. Accordingly, the number of containers
unloaded at the nation’s ports increased by nearly 20%.

CONSUMER SPENDING LEADS TO INCREASED PORT TRAFFIC
Top 10 U.S. ports, loaded inbound shipping containers (millions)
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Data source: Port websites, 01 Jan 2006 – 31 Dec 2021. In this chart, “shipping containers” refers to twenty-foot equivalent units (TEUs), the measure of
volume for a 20-foot shipping container. Because containers can be either 20 feet or 40 feet, total container volume is measured in TEUs.
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SUPPLY CHAIN INVOLVES MULTIPLE STOPS
Distribution centers, truck terminals and warehouses are all considered industrial
real estate. Industrial tenants leased an additional 509 million square feet in 2021,
the eleventh consecutive year of positive growth. Vacancies plummeted to record
lows, and rents reached record highs, nearly 9% year-over-year.

INDUSTRIAL REAL ESTATE SETS RECORDS
Net demand (millions of square feet, L)
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Data source: CoStar, 01 Jan 2000 to 31 Dec 2021.

LET’S GO SHOPPING
With record consumption, store openings outpaced store closures for the first time since 2016 and net
demand growth was the strongest since 2017. Overall, nearly twice as many stores opened in 2021 and
half as many stores closed compared to the prior year.

RETAIL SUBSECTORS SHOW STRONG GROWTH
Store closings

Store openings
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Data source: CoStar; CNBC; CoreSight Research, 31 Dec 2021.
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43%

2021 INDUSTRIAL REAL ESTATE
ONE-YEAR RETURN1

Is this a
turning
point?

Industrial real estate saw a staggering 43% year-over-year
return in 2021 (measured by the NCREIF Property Index).
Among retail subsectors, neighborhood and community
retail led the pack with unlevered returns of 8.5% and 6.6%,
respectively, the strongest performance since 2017.
Industrial landlords have pricing power. Rent accounts for just
5% to 7% of supply chain costs, and tenants have historically
few options for space. Of the 50 largest industrial markets, 47
have vacancies below their long-term averages. We anticipate
continued strength in the sector.
In the retail sector we have seen a strong pivot: 46 of the 50
largest strip center markets and 36 of 50 neighborhood center
markets have tighter vacancies than their long-term averages.
With strong performance and increased investor interest, we
think these retail subsectors are likely to see additional capital
appreciation.

2021 NEIGHBORHOOD RETAIL
REAL ESTATE ONE-YEAR RETURN1

8.5%
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Diversification
on a global scale
The U.S. is only a portion of
the global real estate market…

8%

North
America

38%

Europe

35%

APAC

27%

Proportion of the global real estate market – MSCI IPD Real Estate Market Size Estimate, 2020. Source: MSCI IPD 2020. Ranking of performance by region – based on 5-year performance data. Source:
MSCI Global 2020 regional series. GDP of the top 50 cities by share of GDP in 2010 and 2030. Source: Oxford Economics, 2021.
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The coronavirus pandemic may have affected every global
region, but various cities and countries will emerge with their
own economic trajectories. In this environment, we believe
a portfolio of real estate allocated across cities with low
correlations should provide attractive risk-adjusted returns
with less volatility in the years ahead.

…is not always the best
performing region...
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Building
resilience
with real
estate debt
Direct lenders make loans secured by the underlying real estate
assets to experienced real estate sponsors. Lenders have the
ability to offer more flexible terms not available in the commercial
mortgage-backed securities market.
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How does direct
lending fit in a real
estate portfolio?

Debt’s loan-to-value (LTV) ratio
creates an equity cushion, reducing
market downside risk in a portfolio.
The lender’s likelihood of experiencing
a loss is lower than the equity investor’s,
who is in the first-loss position. This
downside risk mitigation helps explain
why debt funds can potentially deliver
expected returns even if capital values
are falling. The low volatility of capital
values and solid income flows mean
that the focus of debt investments is
resilience rather than growth.

PLEASE SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES IN THE ENDNOTES.
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DEBT CASE STUDY:

55 Grand

9

acres

3

industrial
buildings

364,000
square feet
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PROPERTY
The business plan was to reposition this class B asset by
demolishing two of the 1920s vintage buildings, renovating the
remaining building and changing the use from manufacturing
warehouse to traditional warehouse. The borrower intended to
maximize value by optimizing on-site parking in the area vacated
by the demolished buildings.

5

miles east
of Manhattan
in Maspeth,
New York

The sponsor acquired the property in an off-market transaction
from the previous owner/operator with a one-year sale leaseback.
Shortly after originating the loan, the sponsor executed a 20-year
lease with a leading e-commerce company.

LOAN
A three-year floating rate loan had an initial loan-to-value of 53%.
It provided flexibility to upsize the total loan amount, allowing
additional advances based on the sponsor executing the lease under
agreed lease terms.
The loan upsizing contained favorable lender protections, including
loan and interest rate re-margin clauses.
The total fully funded loan size was $100 million, with an interest
rate that varied between LIBOR plus 235 and 285 basis points (bps).

STRATEGY
The loan was bifurcated between a senior and mezzanine loan,
secured by a mortgage on the asset and a pledge of the borrower’s
equity interests. Within three months, the senior mortgage
position was sold, while the junior mezzanine position was
retained at a higher yield. The retained B-note was at a coupon
of LIBOR plus 570 bps.

OUTCOME
After the lease was finalized and signed, the sponsor repaid the
note in full.
55 Grand is a Nuveen debt investment that closed in March 2019.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

PLEASE SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES IN THE ENDNOTES.
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Vibrancy and
innovation
Our research team analyzed more than
4,000 cities and identified the top 2% we
believe are most attractive to people and
businesses, today and in the future.
Singapore is one of those cities.
 trong economy
S
Singapore is one of the world’s most competitive
economies, with the second highest GDP per capita
globally.2 It is the only Asian country to achieve an
AAA credit rating.
Business friendly
As a global financial center, as well as an air and
shipping hub, Singapore hosts some of the biggest
financial institutions, wealth management firms,
hedge funds and tech firms.
Globally connected
Changi airport accommodates more than 100 airlines
connecting to 300 cities in 70 countries. The port of
Singapore is the world’s largest ship refueling center
and the second busiest in shipping tonnage handled.
Attractive lifestyle
Consistently ranked as one of the most livable global
cities, Singapore gets high marks for education, health
care, quality of life, personal safety and housing, with
one of the world’s lowest homicide rates.
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Singapore

CityWatch | Singapore
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WORLD RANK
IN FOREIGN
RESERVES

11th
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HOME
OWNERSHIP
RATE

91%

MULTINATIONAL
CORPORATIONS
IN OPERATION
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For more information, please visit nuveen.com.
Endnotes
Sources
1 NCREIF Property Index, 31 Dec 2021.
2 Nuveen Real Estate estimates based on Oxford Economics, November 2021. GDP is measured by purchasing power parity from the World
Economic Forum 2021.
This material is not intended to be a recommendation or investment advice, does not constitute a solicitation to buy, sell or hold a security or an
investment strategy, and is not provided in a fiduciary capacity. The information provided does not take into account the specific objectives or
circumstances of any particular investor, or suggest any specific course of action. Investment decisions should be made based on an investor’s
objectives and circumstances and in consultation with his or her financial professionals.
The views and opinions expressed are for informational and educational purposes only as of the date of production/writing and may change
without notice at any time based on numerous factors, such as market or other conditions, legal and regulatory developments, additional risks
and uncertainties and may not come to pass. This material may contain “forward-looking” information that is not purely historical in nature.
Such information may include, among other things, projections, forecasts, estimates of market returns, and proposed or expected portfolio
composition. Any changes to assumptions that may have been made in preparing this material could have a material impact on the information
presented herein by way of example. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Investing involves risk; principal loss is possible.
All information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy is not guaranteed. There is no representation or warranty as
to the current accuracy, reliability or completeness of, nor liability for, decisions based on such information and it should not be relied on as such.
For term definitions and index descriptions, please access the glossary on nuveen.com. Please note, it is not possible to invest directly in an index.
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A word on risk
Responsible investing incorporates Environmental Social Governance (ESG) factors that may affect exposure to issuers, sectors,
industries, limiting the type and number of investment opportunities available, which could result in excluding investments that perform
well. Real estate investments are subject to various risks, including fluctuations in property values, higher expenses or lower income
than expected, and potential environmental problems and liability. Please consider all risks carefully prior to investing in any particular
strategy. A portfolio’s concentration in the real estate sector makes it subject to greater risk and volatility than other portfolios that
are more diversified and its value may be substantially affected by economic events in the real estate industry. International investing
involves risks, including risks related to foreign currency, limited liquidity particularly where the underlying asset comprises real estate,
less government regulation in some jurisdictions, and the possibility of substantial volatility due to adverse political, economic or
other developments.
Nuveen provides investment advisory services through its investment specialists.
This information does not constitute investment research as defined under MiFID.

